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COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE 
Group that forms and engages in processes of information and experience sharing with its members in order to learn 
from each other and develop in ways that are related to their field. 
 
MENTORING  
A supportive relationship focused on growth and development that enables one party to gain skills, knowledge, 
attitudes and/or behaviours usually in relation to setting and attaining professional goals. 
   
APPRENTICESHIP  
A process of moving learners into a set of social norms and ways of working that assumes teachers will be highly 
skilled and experienced practitioners of what they are teaching. Teachers reveal the inner workings of skilled 
performance and translate it into accessible language and an ordered set of tasks which usually proceed from simple 
to complex, allowing for different points of entry depending upon the learner's capability.  
 
CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT 
On-going development includes setting development goals, reflecting on your performance, obtaining feedback in 
order to build skills and knowledge. What follows is a generic development plan as a resource for you to use in pursuit 
of learning and development that reflects the learning cycle.  
 
 

GENERIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 
Step 1  
Identify learning or development goal and how 
you will know when you achieve it (describe it, be 
specific). 
 
Step 2 
Identify what you will do to achieve it (be specific 
about actions, resources you will need).  
 
Step 3  
Identify any barriers and how you may overcome 
them (if you feel you can’t overcome a barrier, 
perhaps it should become the first goal).  

 
Step 4  
Set start, completion and follow-up times. 
 
Step 5  
Implement your plan. 
 
Step 6  
Reflect on and/or obtain feedback on your 
performance or achievement as related to your 
identified goal and continue to use new 
behaviours or set new goals. 

 
 
ROLES OF A MENTOR 

 Helper 
 Broker 
 Celebrant 
 Confidant 

 Listener 
 Questioner 
 Learning partner 

 
EFFECTIVE MENTORING RELATIONSHIPS 

 Establish rapport and set direction – agree/contract as to the focus (goals) of the relationship, 
logistics/boundaries (check-ins, follow-ups, reflection, confidentiality) and what to do if it isn’t working out 

 When goals have been achieved end, renew or continue the relationship 
 Trust 
 Openness 
 Enthusiasm 



 
 
 
 
FINDING A MENTOR 

 Know why you want a mentor (your goals) and what you expect of a mentor (e.g., insights into how to 
develop, what to learn, feedback provider) 

 Look for a role model, someone you admire, respect, think you can trust and would like to emulate 
 Ask colleagues, friends, etc. who they might recommend or who successfully held the role of mentor for them 
 Approach the individual and share your goals, ask if they are interested and what they would expect out of 

the relationship 
 Share your expectations and what you know about a successful mentoring relationship 
 Ask for agreement and set a meeting to contract around goals, the relationship and logistics (this is the 

beginning)  
 
 
How does mentoring occur now in your COP?  
 
What do you think you should do collectively to ensure well developed practitioners and leaders in your field 
emerge from your COP?  
 
What might be the design of a formal or informal but supported mentoring program in your COP? 
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